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Neural crest-derived cells that form the enteric nervous system undergo an extensive migration from the caudal hindbrain to colonize the
entire gastrointestinal tract. Mice in which the expression of GFP is under the control of the Ret promoter were used to visualize neural crest-
derived cell migration in the embryonic mouse gut in organ culture. Time-lapse imaging revealed that GFP+ crest-derived cells formed chains
that displayed complicated patterns of migration, with sudden and frequent changes in migratory speed and trajectories. Some of the leading
cells and their processes formed a scaffold along which later cells migrated. To examine the effect of population size on migratory behavior, a
small number of the most caudal GFP+ cells were isolated from the remainder of the population. The isolated cells migrated slower than cells in
large control populations, suggesting that migratory behavior is influenced by cell number and cell–cell contact. Previous studies have shown
that neurons differentiate among the migrating cell population, but it is unclear whether they migrate. The phenotype of migrating cells was
examined.Migrating cells expressed the neural crest cell marker, Sox10, but not neuronal markers, indicating that themajority of migratory cells
observed did not have a neuronal phenotype.
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Introduction Newgreen and Young, 2002a,b; Parisi and Kapur, 2000;Neural crest cell migration into and along the gastroin-
testinal tract is crucial for the establishment of the enteric
nervous system. Most enteric neurons and glial cells arise
from vagal level crest cells (Le Douarin and Teillet, 1973).
Sacral crest cells also contribute some enteric neurons and
glial cells (Burns and Le Douarin, 1998). In mice, vagal
crest-derived cells enter the foregut around E9.5 and then
migrate caudally (Kapur et al., 1992). Although many
molecules required for the colonization of the gut by
crest-derived cells have been identified (Gershon, 1999;0012-1606/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2004.03.015
$ Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the
online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.ydbio.2004.03.015.
* Corresponding author. Fax: +613-9347-5219.
E-mail address: h.young@unimelb.edu.au (H.M. Young).Taraviras and Pachnis, 1999), little is known about the
behavior of enteric crest-derived cells at the cellular level.
The behavior of enteric crest-derived cells is likely to
be influenced by intrinsic factors (the motile nature of crest
cells) and molecules expressed by the gut mesenchyme
including GDNF and endothelin-3 (Barlow et al., 2003;
Iwashita et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2003; Kruger et al.,
2003; Natarajan et al., 2002; Young et al., 2001). Further-
more, when the number of vagal crest cells is surgically
reduced, they do not migrate as far caudally (Burns, 2000;
Peters-van der Sanden et al., 1993; Yntema and Ham-
mond, 1954), suggesting that interactions between cells
affect migratory behavior. To date, the only information
about the behavior of enteric crest cells has been obtained
from fixed samples of gut. Some of these studies have
provided a timetable by which crest-derived cells colonize
Table 2
Secondary antisera used
Species in which primary
antisera were raised
Secondary antisera
Rabbit + Human Donkey antihuman Texas Red (1:200, Jackson
Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA, USA), and
goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (1:200, Molecular
Probes) or biotinylated donkey anti-rabbit
(1:100, Jackson Immunoresearch) followed by
streptavidin Cy5 (1:100, Amersham)
Rabbit + Sheep Donkey anti-sheep Alexa 594 and biotinylated
donkey anti-rabbit followed by streptavidin
Cy5
Rabbit + Rat Goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 and donkey anti-rat
Alexa 594 (1:100)
H.M. Young et al. / Developmental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473456the gut of many species (Burns and Le Douarin, 1998; Fu
et al., 2003; Kapur et al., 1992; Newgreen and Hartley,
1995). Several inferences have been made about the
dynamics of migrating crest-derived cells in the gut from
static studies (Conner et al., 2003). However, to understand
the mechanisms that influence the behavior of crest-de-
rived cells, it is imperative to know, rather than infer, how
they are behaving dynamically (Lichtman and Fraser,
2001).
Time-lapse imaging is a powerful tool to study neuronal
(Nadarajah et al., 2001, 2002) and neural crest cell
migration (Gilmour et al., 2002; Krull et al., 1995; Kulesa
and Fraser, 1998, 2000; Kulesa et al., 2000). The behavior
of DiI-labeled crest cells in chick embryos has been
examined in trunk and cranial regions (Krull et al.,
1995; Kulesa and Fraser, 1998, 2000; Kulesa et al.,
2000). Here, we used time-lapse imaging to analyze
crest-derived cells migrating through the gut. Migration
of enteric crest-derived cells differs from other crest cells
in two important aspects. First, the scale of migration is
greater. The distance they migrate to colonize the entire
gastrointestinal tract exceeds that of any other crest cell
population (Allan and Newgreen, 1980), and the duration
of migration is longer; the colonization of the mouse gut
by crest-derived cells takes more than one quarter of the
gestation period (Kapur, 1999). Second, in comparison to
other environments through which neural crest cells mi-
grate, the gut mesenchyme appears to be relatively uni-
form. Both of these qualities require and facilitate cell
biological studies.
Using transgenic mice in which every enteric crest-
derived cell expresses GFP, we made direct observations
of crest-derived cells within the embryonic gut. We show
that the cells migrate in chains that follow complex and
unpredictable trajectories, but in population terms the mi-
gration is predictable. Some of the leading cells and their
processes form a scaffold along which later cells migrate,
which is reminiscent of axon tract formation. Furthermore,
we found that migrating cells undergo cell division, that
reducing the number of crest-derived cells decreases the
migration speed, and that migrating cells do not exhibit aTable 1
Primary antisera used
Antiserum Host Dilution Source or reference
B-FABP Rabbit 1:2000 Kurtz et al., 1994
Hu Human 1:2000 Gift of Dr. M. Epstein
Neurofilament M,
145 kDa
Rabbit 1:100 Chemicon, Temecula, USA
PECAM-1 Rat 1:1000 BD Biosciences Pharmingen,
San Diego, USA
PGP9.5 Rabbit 1:1000 Ultraclone, Isle of Wight, UK
PGP9.5 Sheep 1:50 The Binding Site, UK
Phox2b Rabbit 1:700 Pattyn et al., 1997
Sox10 Rabbit 1:1000 Chemiconneuronal phenotype, although neurons are found among the
migrating cells.Materials and methods
Animals
Mice in which cDNA encoding tau-EGFP-myc (TGM)
had been inserted into the first coding exon of the receptor
tyrosine kinase gene, Ret, were used (Enomoto et al., 2001).
Male mice heterozygous for the Ret-TGM mutation
(RetTGM/+ mice) were mated to wild-type (C57Bl6) females.
The genotype of adult RetTGM mice was determined by PCR
using the primers and conditions reported by Enomoto et al.
(2001). Time-mated, pregnant mice were killed by cervical
dislocation.
Time-lapse video microscopy
The gastrointestinal tract was dissected from each em-
bryo and placed in tissue culture medium (DMEM contain-
ing 10% foetal bovine serum, 2 mM glutamine, 0.075%
sodium bicarbonate and penicillin/streptomycin sulfate so-
lution). Guts in which GFP+ cells were present were then set
up as suspended explants as described by Hearn et al.
(1999). The region of gut to be imaged was suspended
across a ‘‘V’’ cut in a piece of black Millipore filter paper
and was held in place by attaching the mesentery to filter
paper. The preparation was placed in tissue culture medium
in a chamber of a multi-well cell culture plate (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) and coverslipped. Time-lapse
observations were made using a Zeiss Axioskop fixed stage
microscope equipped with a heated stage, a Zeiss 09 filter
set, FLUAR objective lenses (Zeiss, Germany), a UniBlitz
shutter and a COHU 4913 video camera connected to a
Scion LG-3 frame grabber. The hardware was controlled
with a modified version of Scion Image software (Murray et
al., 1998). Images were captured every 1–10 min, and
between 10 and 30 video frames were integrated for each
H.M. Young et al. / Developmentalexposure (giving exposure times of 0.4–1.2 s). The plane of
focus was altered manually when required.
Determination of migratory speed
The net speed of forward movement of the migratory
wavefront was determined by measuring the distance be-
tween the location of the most caudal GFP+ cell visible at one
time point and the location of the most caudal GFP+ cell at a
later time using Scion Image, and dividing by the time (a
minimum of 8 h). To estimate the mean rate of migration of an
individual cell, the total path length that the cell moved
(including forward, backward and circumferential compo-
nents) was determined using Scion Image, and divided by the
time.
Cell trajectory analysis
The trajectory of the leading (most caudal) cell was
determined at 10-min intervals by constructing a straight
line from its position with its position 10 min earlier and
measuring the angle that each vector made with the ros-
trocaudal axis of the gut, which is the axis of population
advance. Where necessary, the autofluorescence of the gut
epithelium was used to locate the rostrocaudal axis. Angles
were measured using Scion Image, and polar histograms
plotted using Origin software.Fig. 1. (A–F) Confocal micrographs of wholemount preparations of hindgut from an
are also GFP+, although some Phox2b+ (arrows) are only weakly GFP+. In themid hi
chains and all of the Phox2b+ cells are also GFP+. (G– I) E13.5 midgut. B-FABP+Removal of mesenchyme from the circumference of a small
region of the embryonic gut
Segments of E12.5 or E13.5 hindgut were examined
under a fluorescence microscope using a 20 lens. The
location of the most caudal GFP+ cells was determined
relative to landmarks such as the shape of the cut mesentery.
Using fine forceps and a dissecting microscope, as much as
possible of the mesenchyme was removed from the circum-
ference of a small section of gut, just rostral to the most
caudal GFP+ cells, leaving the epithelial tube intact (Fig. 9).
The behavior of the GFP+ cells that were isolated from the
rest of the population by removal of the mesenchyme was
then examined using time-lapse microscopy for 8–12 h.
Some lesioned preparations were photographed immediately
after removal of the mesenchyme to determine the number
and location of GFP+ cells present on the top surface of the
gut caudal to the lesion, placed in an incubator, fixed 8 h
later and then examined to determine the distance that the
population of cells caudal to the lesion had migrated.
Immunohistochemistry
Wholemount preparations of gut were processed for
immunohistochemistry using the methods described in
Young et al. (2002) and the antisera shown in Tables 1
and 2.
Biology 270 (2004) 455–473 457E12.5RetTGM/+mouse. In the rostral hindgut (A–C), all of the Phox2b+ cells
ndgut, close to themigratorywavefront (D–F), most of the cells are present in
glial precursors (arrows) are weakly GFP+. Scale bar: 20 Am.
ental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473Phenotype of migrating cells
Short, time-lapse sequences (2–10 images taken every
2.5–5 min) of GFP+ cells were taken using a 20 lens.
The gut was then fixed immediately and processed for
double-label immunohistochemistry. The region containing
H.M. Young et al. / Developm458Fig. 2. Selected frames of the hindgut of an E12.5 mouse showing the caudal prog
cells are present in chains that follow a variety of trajectories. A polar plot showing
is shown in Fig. 5A. Scale bar: 100 Am. A movie (movie 1) of this preparation ithe migrating GFP+ cells was then re-located and exam-
ined using a MRC-1024 BioRad confocal microscope
attached to a Zeiss Axioplan microscope. We established
whether GFP+ cells that had migrated in the 5 min
immediately before fixation showed Hu-, PGP9.5-,
Sox10- or neurofilament-immunoreactivity.ression of GFP+ neural crest cells. Time is noted in minutes (V). Most of the
the trajectories of the most caudal cell in this preparation at 10-min intervals
s available at the Developmental Biology website.
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Use of Ret-TGM mice to visualize enteric neural
crest-derived cells
Neural crest-derived cells that colonize the embryonic
gut express the tyrosine kinase, Ret (Pachnis et al., 1993).
Recently, mice were generated in which cDNA encoding
tau-EGFP-myc (TGM) was inserted into the first coding
exon of the Ret gene (Enomoto et al., 2001). To visualize
neural crest-derived cells in the gut, embryonic mice that
were heterozygous for the Ret-TGM mutation (RetTGM/+
mice) were generated by breeding male RetTGM/+ mice with
wild-type females. Approximately 50% (145/301) of the
E10.5–E13.5 embryos screened for this study showed TGM
expression in the gut. GFP was ubiquitously expressed in
the neural crest-derived cells, including the nuclei, cyto-
plasm and processes (Figs. 1B, E, H). The intensity of GFP
was very weak at E10.5, and although it increased with age,
even at E12.5 and E13.5, the intensity of GFP was low.
To determine whether all enteric neural crest-derived cells
in the embryonic gut expressed TGM, the presence of GFP
was compared to the immunolocalization of the transcription
factor, Phox2b. Phox2b appears to be expressed by all crest-
derived cells in the E11.5–E14.5 mouse gut because all cells
labeled with other neuronal or neural crest cell markers are
Phox2b+ (Young et al., 1999, 2003). In the current study, all
Phox2b+ cells in the E11.5–E12.5 gut were GFP+ and vice
versa (Fig. 1). Behind the migratory wavefront, some
Phox2b+ cells were found to be only weakly GFP+ (Figs.
1A–C). The differentiation of enteric glial cells appears to be
associated with a down regulation of Ret (Natarajan et al.,
1999). In the embryonic mouse gut, glial precursors can be
identified using an antiserum to brain-derived fatty acid
binding protein (B-FABP). B-FABP+ cells are not present
at the migratory wavefront and cannot be detected until at
least 1 day after the passage of the migratory wavefront
through each gut region (Young et al., 2003). In the present
specimens, all B-FABP+ cells were weakly GFP+, but there
were also cells that were weakly GFP+ that were not B-
FABP+ (Figs. 1G–I).
RetTGM/TGM homozygotes lack enteric neurons and
kidneys and have defects in the sympathetic nervous sys-
tem, but RetTGM/+ mice have been reported to show no
deficits (Enomoto et al., 2001). However, to examine
whether the timetable by which neural crest-derived cellsFig. 3. Selected frames of the midgut of an E10.5–E11 mouse showing the
caudal progression of GFP+ neural crest cells. The intensity of GFP is very
low at this age. The most caudal cell at each interval is arrowed. Time is
noted in minutes (V). During the sequence, the cells migrated around the
curve in the midgut adjacent to the umbilical artery. The caecum is just out
of the field of view. The epithelial lining of the gut (asterisks) is
autofluorescent. A polar plot showing the trajectories of the most caudal
cell in this preparation at 10-min intervals is shown in Fig. 5D. Scale bar:
100 Am. A movie (movie 4) of this preparation is available at the
Developmental Biology website.
Fig. 4. Net speed at which the migratory wavefront of GFP+ neural crest
cells migrated caudally along the gut under control conditions (left), and
when there was a reduced population (right). The net speed was determined
by measuring the distance between the location of the most caudal GFP+
cell visible at the beginning of the sequence and the location of the most
caudal GFP+ cell at the end of the sequence (a minimum of 8 h later).
Normally, the population of GFP+ cells moved caudally at around 35 Am/h
(left). A rim of mesenchyme was removed to isolate a small population of
GFP+ neural crest cells from the remainder of the population. When the
population was reduced, the net speed was significantly reduced (right).
The number in brackets is the estimated number of GFP+ neural crest cells
on the top surface of the gut caudal to the zone where the mesenchyme was
removed in each preparation.
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wild-type mice, the location of Phox2b+ cells in the gut of
three E12.5 RetTGM/+ mice was compared to that of six wild-
type littermates, and to the well-established timetable of
neural crest-derived cell migration through the embryonic
mouse gut (see Young and Newgreen, 2001). There was no
obvious difference in the distribution of Phox2b+ cells along
the gastrointestinal tract between RetTGM/+ and wild-type
embryos, and the most caudal Phox2b+ cells were approx-
imately midway along the post-caecal hindgut in both
genotypes (data not shown). In addition, the location of
GFP+ cells along the gut of E10.5–E13.5 RetTGM/+ embryos
was similar to that reported previously using other neural
crest cell markers (Kapur et al., 1992; Young et al., 1998). In
summary, at E10.5, the most caudal GFP+ cells in RetTGM/+
mice were colonizing the midgut, at E11.5 they were
colonizing the caecum and post-caecal hindgut, at E12.5
they were midway along the post-caecal hindgut, and at
E13.5, they were in the caudal hindgut, which is the same as
in wild-type mice.
These observations show that although expression varies
between cells, TGM is expressed by all enteric neural crest-
derived cells in E10.5–E13.5 RetTGM/+ mice. Furthermore,
the timetable by which neural crest-derived cells colonize
the gut of RetTGM/+ mice is indistinguishable from that in
wild-type mice.
Time-lapse videomicroscopy of neural crest-derived cell
migration within the gut
To characterize the migratory behavior of neural crest-
derived cells within the gut, time-lapse video microscopy
was performed. GFP+ cells in explants of gut from E10.5–
E13.5 RetTGM/+ mice were imaged for up to 17 h (Figs. 2, 3;
movies 1–4). Long-term (minimum of 4 h) GFP+ cell
migration behavior was examined in preparations of mid-
and hindgut from E10.5 (n = 3), E11 (n = 2), E11.5 (n = 5)
and E12.5 (n = 20) mice. As only one preparation per litter
could be imaged at a time, the preparations that were not
imaged were left in tissue culture medium in an incubator.
At the end of imaging sessions that lasted > 8 h, the location
of the GFP+ cells in the imaged preparation was compared
to that of preparations left in the incubator. The locations of
GFP+ cells in the gut preparations that underwent time-lapse
analysis were always similar to that in gut preparations left
in the incubator, indicating that the conditions to which the
cells were exposed specifically during time-lapse microsco-
py did not noticeably affect the speed of neural crest-derived
cell migration. Importantly, we did not observe any GFP+
cells undergoing cell death in the imaged preparations, nor
did we observe signs that any of the imaged GFP+ cells were
unhealthy (e.g., blebbing). Furthermore, the behavior of
GFP+ cells imaged for 12 h showed no detectable differ-
ences from the behavior of cells in the first hour of imaging.
It is likely that the lack of any detectable phototoxic effects
is due to the low levels of GFP expressed by the crest-derived cells in the Ret-TGM mice. In contrast, we have
observed blebbing and cell death when imaging migrating
crest-derived cells exhibiting a high-intensity GFP signal
(from a different transgenic mouse—data not shown).
Based on the rate at which the embryonic gut increases in
length, and the appearance of neuron precursors rostrocau-
dally in fixed samples of gut, it has been estimated that the
neural crest-derived cell wavefront moves down the embry-
onic chick gut in vivo at around 40 Am/h (Allan and
Newgreen, 1980). We determined the net speed at which
the wavefront of GFP+ cells migrated along explants of
E10.5 midgut (n = 3) and E12.5 hindgut (n = 4) by
measuring the distance between the location of the most
caudal GFP+ cell visible at one time point and the location
of the most caudal GFP+ cell a minimum of 8 h later. The
wavefront of GFP+ cells within the E12.5 hindgut and E10.5
midgut moved caudally at a net speed of around 35 Am/
h (Fig. 4). At E11.5, GFP+ cells were colonizing the
caecum, but we were unable to follow accurately the most
caudal cell because of the wide range of focal planes in
which cells were found within the caecum.
At E12.5, the migratory wavefront of GFP+ cells was in
the middle part of the hindgut. When explants of E12.5 gut
were removed and grown in organ culture, the wavefront of
GFP+ crest-derived cells reached the anal end of the hindgut
H.M. Young et al. / Developmental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473 461after approximately 24–30 h (i.e., equivalent to E13.5).
However, in vivo, the migratory wavefront of crest-derived
cells does not reach the anal end until E14.5 (Young et al.,
1998). As the speed of crest cell migration in vitro is similar
to that reported in vivo (see above), the earlier colonizationFig. 5. Polar histograms representing the trajectories of the most caudal cell at 10-
E10.5 midgut (D). The trajectories were determined by drawing a straight line from
0j being the rostrocaudal axis of the gut. Explants A and D are illustrated in Figs.
moved rostrally for a short period of time. The numbers shown on the inner arcs ar
at the Developmental Biology website.of cultured segments of hindgut is almost certainly due to
the reduced rate of growth of the gut that occurs in vitro
compared to in vivo (Hearn et al., 1999); that is, in vitro, the
crest-derived cells do not have to migrate as far to reach the
anal end of the gut segments.min intervals in three explants of E12.5 hindgut (A–C) and one explant of
the position of the most caudal cell with its position 10 min previously, with
2 and 3, respectively. Note that in explant B (movie 2), the most caudal cell
e frequencies (percentages) of cells. Movies of these explants can be viewed
ental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473Dynamic behavior of migrating neural crest-derived cells
within the gut
The rate of migration of GFP+ cells, and the trajectories
they followed, were highly variable (Figs. 2, 3; movies 1–
4). The trajectory of the leading (i.e., most caudal) cell was
determined at 10-min intervals by constructing a straight
line from its position with its position 10 min previously,
with horizontal being the rostrocaudal axis of the gut
(E10.5, n = 1; E12.5, n = 3). Thus, cells moving straight
down the gut would have a trajectory of 0j. Polar histo-
grams of the angle of the vectors show that the trajectories
of the leading (most caudal) GFP+ cells were variable in
detail. The proportion of the vectors that pointed directly
down the gut varied between preparations, but there was
also a strong, but not absolute, bias against backward
(rostrally directed) movement (Fig. 5).
Static images of fixed preparations suggest that enteric
neural crest-derived cells usually occur in chains (Conner et
al., 2003; Pomeranz et al., 1991; Young et al., 1998).
Imaging of living cells showed that both at, and behind,
H.M. Young et al. / Developm462Fig. 6. (A–D) Single time point images at 100V intervals of GFP+ cells colonizing
(outlined in AV, BV, CV, DV and superimposed on the images taken at later times) o
caudally. Some parts of the original networks become slightly distorted or go out
cells. Although most of the original networks remain intact, there do appear to bthe migratory wavefront, the migrating GFP+ cells were in
close contact with neighboring GFP+ cells most of the time,
and formed chains or networks. Fixed preparations of gut
processed for immunohistochemistry using antisera to
Phox2b to label crest cells and PECAM-1 (CD31) to label
vascular endothelial cells showed that the chains of Phox2b+
crest cells were not associated with the network of blood
vessels in the gut, which were deeper (closer to the lumen)
than the crest cells (data not shown).
At the migratory wavefront, individual cells could gen-
erally not be resolved because the nuclei and cytoplasm of
individual cells showed approximately equal GFP intensity
and there was little variation between cells in the intensity of
GFP. We therefore could not determine whether the leading
cell within a chain changed identity, or whether individual
cells retained their relative position within individual chains.
However, different chains of cells moved at variable speeds,
and the leading (most caudal) chain of cells often changed.
A single chain of cells could be considerably in advance of
(caudal to) the rest of the population. In particular, in latethe E12.5 hindgut. The networks laid down by GFP+ cells at the wavefront
ften remained intact for many hours after the wavefront had moved further
of focus. Gaps in the original networks can be later filled in by other GFP+
e some regions that are not retained. Scale bar: 100 Am.
H.M. Young et al. / Developmental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473 463E11.5 mice, there was often a long chain of cells that
extended from the caecum into the post-caecal hindgut
along the mesenteric border, which preceded the entry of
other GFP+ cells into the post-caecal hindgut. The chains of
GFP+ cells that colonized the hindgut at E12.5 and E13.5
tended to be longer and broader than the chains of cells that
colonized the midgut at E10.5.
Chains of GFP+ cells at, or close to, the migratory wave-
front showed complicated and unpredictable patterns of
migration, with changes in migratory speed and trajectories.
A chain of GFP+ cells that was migrating in one direction
could suddenly slow or stop, change direction, branch or
retract. However, cells that retracted usually did so along
their previous trajectory of advance. Moreover, cells imme-
diately behind the leading chains often appeared to follow
the same pathway through the mesenchyme as the cells that
preceded them. The network laid down by chains of cells at
the wavefront often remained intact for many hours after the
wavefront had moved further caudally (Fig. 6). The con-
stancy in the form of the network may be because (i) some of
the neural crest-derived cells that are transiently at the
wavefront (pioneers) become nonmigratory and they and
their processes form a scaffold along which more rostral cells
(followers) migrate, or (ii) there are preexisting cues in the
gut environment which guide the detailed migration of allFig. 7. Selected images of GFP+ cells in the E12.5 hindgut, just behind the migra
Over a period of 3.5 h, this cell-free region was ‘‘filled in’’ both by cells from behi
bar: 25 Am.cells, both pioneer and follower cells, or (iii) pioneer cells
leave a ‘‘molecular trail’’ or otherwise alter the environment
to favor the migration of following cells.
Behind the migratory wavefront, there were some differ-
ences between cells in the intensity of GFP. Differences
between cells in the levels of expression of Ret are also seen
in fixed preparations of gut using antisera to Ret (e.g.,
Schiltz et al., 1999; Young et al., 2003) and in gut from
RetTGM/+ embryos that are fixed immediately (Figs. 1B, H).
The differences between cells in the intensity of GFP
enabled us to visualize, within the networks of GFP+ cells,
a subpopulation of cells that was streaming caudally along a
scaffold of nonmigratory cells and cell processes (see movie
5). Most migrating cells within a chain of cells appeared to
follow the same pathway along the scaffold as the cell in
front. This suggests that at least some of the consistency in
the shape of the network is due to a scaffold formed by
nonmigratory GFP+ cells and cell processes. The relation-
ship between this early network and the interconnected
ganglia seen in mature animals in unclear, as distinct
myenteric ganglia do not form in the mouse hindgut until
late embryonic stages (E16.5).
Caudally migrating GFP+ cells were commonly observed
in regions of the gut that had been populated by crest-
derived cells for up to 8–12 h, but were less frequentlytory wavefront. (A) A small region (dotted) had remained cell-free. (B–D)
nd moving caudally and cells from in front moving rostrally (arrows). Scale
Table 3
Behavior of selected individual GFP+ cells (cells not part of a chain)
Cell # Approximate
length of time not
in contact with
other cells (min)
Outcome
1 30–40 Divided, one daughter cell rejoined
original chain, the other went in the
opposite direction around the gut
and out of focus
2 30–40 Rejoined original chain
3 120 Stopped migrating after approximately
80 min and was joined by another
chain of cells
4 60 Left one chain and joined another
5 30–40 Rejoined original chain
H.M. Young et al. / Developmental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473464observed in regions that had been colonized for over 12 h.
In regions well behind (rostral to) the wavefront that had
been colonized by neural crest-derived cells for over 24
h (for example, the midgut of E12.5 mice when the
migratory wavefront is well into the hindgut), GFP+ cells
formed web-like networks with cell-free spaces. Within the
networks, individual GFP+ cells were sometimes observedFig. 8. The most caudal cell visible in this preparation (arrow) of E12.5 hindgut ro
opposite directions circumferentially around the gut. Scale bar: 25 Am.to migrate, across cell-free spaces, from one cluster of GFP+
cells to another. However, we did not observe streams of
cells migrating caudally through the network. Hence, we did
not find any evidence for significant numbers of late,
caudally migrating cells. In addition, the cell-free spaces
were often in constant locations for many hours.
Although the population of GFP+ cells moved caudally,
some chains of cells, or what appeared to be individual cells,
moved rostrally transiently. Rostrally directed movement
was observed by cells both at (see Fig. 5B and movie 2), and
behind, the wavefront (Fig. 7).
In fixed preparations, some crest-derived cells within the
gut do not appear to be in contact with other crest-derived
cells (Young et al., 1998). In the current time-lapse study,
individual GFP+ cells were sometimes observed to break off
from a chain and lose all visible contact with other GFP+
cells. These cells migrated at very variable speeds of up to
90 Am/h when calculated over a 30-min timebase. (Note: the
rates of migration of individual cells were determined by
measuring the total path length of individual cells, unlike the
calculations of net speed of the migratory wavefront, which
only measured the total forward movement.) The behavior
of selected individual cells is shown in Table 3. Allunded up (B) and divided (C), and then the daughter cells (arrows) went in
H.M. Young et al. / Developmental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473 465individual cells we observed (a) later rejoined the same
chain of GFP+ cells, (b) joined another chain, (c) migrated
for a short time and then ceased migrating and were later
contacted by other GFP+ cells, or (d) rounded up and
divided (see below) and then re-contacted other GFP+ cells.
Thus, GFP+ neural crest-derived cells only appeared to lose
contact with other GFP+ cells transiently.
Cells undergoing mitosis were easy to distinguish (see
cells arrowed in movie 5). Just before undergoing cell
division, most cells at the migratory wavefront would first
appear to break contact with neighboring cells, then round
up and divide (Fig. 8). In some cases of cell division we
observed at the wavefront (5/9), immediately after dividing,
the daughter cells would elongate and then migrate inFig. 9. (A) Diagram showing that removal of a rim of mesenchyme just rostral to t
rest of the population. (B–H) Selected images of a preparation in which a rim of
caudal to the region in which the mesenchyme was removed (dotted). One cell (a
position. Another cell (open arrow) migrates for a short period of time, rounds u
another cell. Scale bar: 50 Am.opposite directions. However, in three other instances, the
two daughter cells appeared to remain in contact, and in
another case, one of the daughter cells migrated out of the
plane of focus, so its direction of migration could not be
ascertained. Behind the wavefront, most cells undergoing
mitosis remained within chains, but the behavior of their
daughter cells could not be followed (see movie 5).
At E11.5–E13.5, GFP+ cells were observed in the
mesentery and tissue adjacent to the distal hindgut (data
not shown). These GFP+ cells presumably arise from the
sacral neural crest (Burns and Le Douarin, 1998; Kapur,
2000). We did not observe any migration of sacral GFP+
cells into the hindgut before the colonization of the distal
hindgut by vagal GFP+ cells.he most caudal cells will isolate a small group of neural crest cells from the
mesenchyme had been removed. There were only a small number of cells
rrow) extends processes in many different directions, but does not alter its
p and is stationary for over 2 h, and then migrates to the same location as
ental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473Effects of reducing neural crest-derived cell number on the
dynamic behavior of neural crest-derived cells
The above observations indicate a high degree of inter-
action between neural crest-derived cells during migration.
Previous studies have shown that following a reduction in
the starting population of vagal neural crest cells, they do
not migrate as far distally along the gut (Burns, 2000;
Peters-van der Sanden et al., 1993; Yntema and Hammond,
1954). To test the hypothesis that cell number influences the
migratory behavior of enteric crest-derived cells, we wished
to isolate a small group of the most caudal GFP+ cells. In
preliminary experiments in which the gut was completely
severed just rostral to a small group of the most caudal
H.M. Young et al. / Developm466Fig. 10. Confocal images of wholemount preparations of E12.5 (A–D) and E11.
strong Hu immunostaining in both the nucleus and cytoplasm and also neurofila
cytoplasmic Hu staining and no neurofilament staining. (E–G) The subpopulati
(arrows), but the cells that show strong Hu staining in both the nucleus and cytopl
bar: 10 Am.GFP+ cells, it was not possible to image the cells because it
was impossible to prevent the unattached (severed) end
from moving. Therefore, a rim of mesenchyme just rostral
to the most caudal neural crest-derived cells was removed,
leaving the epithelium intact, in the E12.5 or E13.5 hindgut
(Fig. 9). In some of the preparations (n = 4), the behavior of
the isolated cells was examined by time-lapse microscopy
for a minimum of 8 h. In other preparations (n = 3), the
region caudal to the lesion was photographed immediately
after the lesion was performed, the preparations were then
left in an incubator for 8 h and then re-photographed. The
distance between the location of the most caudal GFP+ cell
visible immediately after the lesion and the location of the5 (E–G) midgut. (A–D) A subpopulation of GFP+ cells (asterisks) shows
ment staining. Another subpopulation of GFP+ cells (arrows) shows weak
on of cells that shows weak Hu staining only in the cytoplasm is Sox10+
asm are Sox10 (asterisk). Some Sox10+ cells are Hu (open arrow). Scale
Table 4
The phenotype of migrating neural crest cells
Combination of
antisera used
Number of GFP+
migrating cells
examined
Phenotype
Hu and neurofilament
M (NF)
27 93% weak cytoplasmic
Hu+/NF
3.5% weak cytoplasmic
Hu+/?NF
3.5% nuclear Hu+/NF
Hu and PGP9.5 8 88% weak cytoplasmic
Hu+/weak PGP9.5+
12% weak cytoplasmic
Hu+/PGP9.5
Neurofilament M
(NF) and PGP9.5
2 100% NF/weak PGP9.5+
PGP9.5 and Sox10 18 94% Sox10+/weak PGP9.5+
6% Sox10+/?PGP9.5
Short time-lapse sequences (2–10 images taken every 2.5–5 min) of
migrating GFP+ cells were taken, the gut was then fixed immediately and
processed for immunohistochemistry using four different combinations of
antisera (left hand column). The regions containing the GFP+ cells that had
migrated in the 5-min period immediately before fixation were relocated
and examined using confocal microscopy. ‘‘?’’ indicates that we were
unable to decide if the level of immunostaining was above background.
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(using the method described above for determining the
speed of the migratory wavefront). The net migratory speeds
of the populations of isolated cells were significantly lower
than that of control populations (Fig. 4; t test: two-sample
assuming unequal variances, P < 0.05). The number of
GFP+ cells on the top surface of the explants, caudal to the
lesion, was estimated. The total size of the isolated popu-
lation of GFP+ cells in each explant could not be determined
because the GFP+ cells on the sides and bottom of the each
preparation could not be visualized, and thus we could not
establish the number of cells required for normal migratory
speed. However, in general, the greater the number of GFP+
cells on the top surface, the faster the migration rate (Fig. 4);
in one preparation, the migration rate was not very different
from control preparations.
Time-lapse analysis revealed that in preparations with
only two or three GFP+ cells on the top surface caudal to the
lesion, most GFP+ cells caudal to the lesion failed to migrate
at all, although some stationary cells did send out processes
in a variety of directions (Fig. 9). Other cells on the caudal
side of the lesion migrated intermittently (Fig. 9). In
preparations that had larger numbers of cells present caudal
to the lesion, the population of isolated cells migrated
caudally at a slower rate than control populations but no
difference in the behavior of cells was observed—the cells
showed a large degree of cell–cell contact and formed
chains that displayed complicated patterns of migration.
Do migrating neural crest-derived cells show a neuronal
phenotype?
Previous studies have hypothesized that the migratory
ability of enteric neural crest-derived cells is reduced once
the cells differentiate into neurons (Hearn et al., 1998; Wu et
al., 1999). Cells with a neuronal phenotype are present
among crest-derived cells at the migratory wavefront in
the embryonic gut (Young et al., 1999). We therefore
examined the phenotype of migrating GFP+ neural crest-
derived cells. Neural crest cells undergo many changes in
phenotype between their emigration from the neural tube
until their final differentiated state. To define cells at
different states of differentiation, antisera to the transcription
factor, Sox10, and to three different pan-neuronal markers,
PGP9.5, neurofilament (NF) and Hu, were used. Sox10 is
expressed by neural crest-derived cells before emigration
from the neural tube and is rapidly down-regulated in
differentiating neurons (Lo et al., 2002; Young et al.,
2002, 2003). PGP9.5 and NF antisera have been used
previously to label neurons in the embryonic mouse and
rat gut (Chalazonitis et al., 1998, 2001; Sidebotham et al.,
2001; Young et al., 2003). Hu antiserum, which labels all
differentiated neurons in the adult mouse gut (Stewart et al.,
2003), has been used to label neurons in the embryonic quail
and chick gut (Burns and Le Douarin, 1998; Conner et al.,
2003). We first compared the presence of Hu immunostain-
ing with other neural crest-derived cell and neuronalmarkers in the E11.5 and E12.5 mid- and hindgut. Two
populations of Hu+ cells were observed: one population
showed strong Hu immunostaining in both the nucleus and
cytoplasm (termed ‘‘nuclear Hu+’’), and a second population
showed weak immunostaining that was present only in the
cytoplasm (‘‘weak cytoplasmic Hu+’’). Nuclear Hu+ cells
were Sox10-negative, but all weak cytoplasmic Hu+ cells
were Sox10+ (Figs. 10E–G). There were also Sox10+ cells
that did not show any Hu staining (Figs. 10E–G). At the
migratory wavefront, most of the cells showed weak cyto-
plasmic Hu+. Only nuclear Hu+ cells showed NF immunos-
taining (Figs. 10A–D). All nuclear Hu+ cells were strongly
PGP9.5+, and many of the weak cytoplasmic Hu+ cells
including those at the migratory wavefront were also weakly
PGP9.5+ (not shown; Sidebotham et al., 2001).
In summary, these markers seem to distinguish between
two populations of cells; one is Sox10/nuclear Hu+/NF+/
strong PGP9.5+ and can be defined as neurons, and the other
is Sox10+/weak cytoplasmic Hu+/NF/weak PGP9.5+ and
represent cells that have not commenced differentiation into
neurons or glial cells. Glial cell and glial precursor markers
were not used for this part of the study because cells
showing mature glial markers such as S100b cannot be
detected before E14.5, and although glial precursors (B-
FABP+ cells) are present in the foregut of E12.5 mice, they
cannot be detected in the caudal midgut or hindgut (Young
et al., 2003).
To determine the phenotype of migrating neural crest-
derived cells, short time-lapse sequences (2–10 images
taken every 2.5–5 min) of GFP+ cells were taken. The
gut was then fixed immediately, processed for immunohis-
tochemistry, and the region containing the migrating GFP+
cells re-located and examined using confocal microscopy.
Fig. 11. (A) Image of a GFP+ cell (arrow and outlined in pink dots) that had migrated from a previous location (outlined in white dots) over a period of 10 min.
The tissue was fixed immediately after the image was taken and processed for immunohistochemistry. The GFP+ cell was then re-located and examined using
confocal microscopy (B–D). The migrating GFP+ cell (arrow) was weakly PGP9.5+ (C) and showed Hu staining in the cytoplasm, but not the nucleus (D). The
migrating cell was approximately 150 Am from the migratory wavefront. Scale bar: 10 Am.
H.M. Young et al. / Developmental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473468As it was difficult to identify individual cells within chains,
only cells that were at the leading edge of a chain, or that
formed a branch from a chain, were chosen for analysis so
that they could be unequivocally identified. Most of the
fields of view analyzed were within 250 Am of the wave-
front. The phenotypes of 55 GFP+ cells from E12.5 hindgutFig. 12. (A, B) Selected images of a time-lapse series showing a GFP+ cell (asteri
moved circumferentially from its original position (dotted outline). The tissue was
immunohistochemistry. The GFP+ cell (arrow) was then re-located and examined
(D) and Sox10+, and was about 100 Am from the migratory wavefront. Scale barpreparations that had migrated in the 5 min immediately
before fixation are shown in Table 4. Most of these
migrating cells were Sox10+, weakly PGP9.5+ and also
showed weak cytoplasmic Hu+ (Figs. 11, 12; movie 6).
Sox10 is expressed by undifferentiated neural crest-derived
cells and then subsequently by glial precursors. The migrat-sk) that migrated over a period of 12.5 min. (B) The GFP+ cell (arrow) had
fixed immediately after the image shown in B was taken and processed for
using confocal microscopy (C–F). The migrating cell was weakly PGP9.5+
: 10 Am. See movie 6 the Developmental Biology website.
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because glial precursors are not present in the caudal midgut
or hindgut of E12.5 mice (the preparations used for this
series of experiments) (Young et al., 2003). A total of 130
GFP+ cells in the wavefront fields of view were scored for
Hu labeling and 16% had a Hu+ nucleus (i.e., a neuronal
phenotype). In contrast, only 3% (1/35) of migrating GFP+
cells had a Hu+ nucleus, and none showed neurofilament
immunostaining (n = 29). Taken together, less than 2% of all
migrating cells examined (n = 55) expressed any of the
neuronal markers used. Some cells extended processes
during the short, time-lapse sequences, and some of these
processes showed neurofilament immunostaining. In the
fields of view examined, we did not observe any cell
showing Sox10, PGP9.5, Hu or NF staining that were not
GFP+, confirming that GFP appears to be expressed by all
crest-derived cells at the embryonic stages examined.Discussion
Most neural crest-derived cells that enter the developing
gut undergo an extensive migration before forming the
enteric nervous system. To examine the dynamic behavior
of crest-derived cells as they migrate through the gut mesen-
chyme, we used time-lapse microscopy and Ret-TGM mice,
in which enteric crest-derived cells express GFP (Enomoto et
al., 2001). We showed that the developing gut is a technically
tractable system to examine long-range cell migration in a
real tissue milieu. Most previous time-lapse studies of neural
crest cells used DiI applied to premigratory crest cells, and
thus only a subpopulation of cells was labeled. In contrast,
GFP appears to be expressed by every enteric crest-derived
cell of E10.5–E13.5 Ret-TGMmice, and hence we were able
to observe the entire population.
Our data have revealed some novel and hitherto unex-
pected behavior—for example, the network laid down by
leading cells is maintained for many hours, in part because a
subpopulation of the cells forms a scaffold. Paradoxically,
although the migration is predictable in population terms,
we showed that the behavior is unpredictable at the single-
cell level, at least at current levels of analysis. Previous
studies have shown that vagal crest cell number has an
effect on migratory behavior, but our study has revealed that
the likely underlying cellular mechanism is that cell–cell
contact is required for migration. Although many inferences
have been made about the behavior of migrating crest-
derived cells in the gut from static studies, it is extremely
important that these inferences are tested by examining the
dynamic behavior of the cells (Lichtman and Fraser, 2001).
Our data have demonstrated directly some behaviors that
had previously only been inferred, such as a high degree of
cell–cell interactions and migration of cells in chains.
Finally, it has been generally assumed that there is an
inverse correlation between neuronal differentiation and
migratory ability, yet to our knowledge, the phenotype ofmigrating cells has never been directly examined anywhere
in the nervous system. We show that only an extremely
small proportion of the migrating crest-derived cells
expressed neuronal markers.Migratory behavior of enteric crest-derived cells
Like crest cells in other locations (Krull et al., 1995;
Kulesa and Fraser, 1998, 2000; Kulesa et al., 2000), migrat-
ing enteric crest-derived cells formed chains that displayed
episodic and complicated patterns of movement, with un-
predictable changes in speed and trajectory. However, the
network laid down by the leading migratory cells remained
constant for many hours. This appears to be because some of
the leading cells and their processes form a scaffold along
which the following cells migrated. This phenomenon shows
some similarities to peripheral nerve formation where mi-
grating crest-derived cells follow axons (Gilmour et al.,
2002) and axon tract formation, where follower axons follow
a scaffold laid down by pioneer neurons (Bate, 1976; Easter
et al., 1994). We also observed that when chains of cells
retracted, they usually did so along the same pathway
followed during their advance. The molecular mechanisms
underlying the detailed pathway choice made by the migrat-
ing cells remain to be determined. Important influences on
pathway choice could include (i) interactions between crest-
derived cells (both migratory and postmigratory cells), (ii)
preexisting local variations in the stationary environment of
mesenchymal cells or the extracellular matrix (Gershon et
al., 1993; Howard and Gershon, 1998; Newgreen and
Hartley, 1995), and/or (iii) local environmental variations
induced by pioneering crest-derived cells.
Cell–cell contact
Like other populations of neural crest cells, and some
populations of migrating neurons in the CNS (Lois et al.,
1996), enteric crest-derived cells migrated in chains. The
chains were sometimes broken, but only transiently. The
propensity to form chains strongly suggests the presence of
cell–cell adhesive interactions mediated by cell adhesion
molecules. A variety of cell adhesion molecules are
expressed by enteric crest-derived cells (Chalazonitis et
al., 1997; Iwashita et al., 2003). Furthermore, Ret, which
appears to be expressed by all crest-derived cells in the gut,
contains cadherin-related sequences in the extracellular
domain (see Airaksinen and Saarma, 2002). However, the
identity of the molecules, and the way that they mediate the
formation of chains of crest-derived cells rather than other
forms of aggregates, has yet to been elucidated.
Cell number
Our time-lapse observations of enteric crest-derived cells
revealed high cell density and almost continuous cell–cell
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tion of the vagal crest cell population in vivo reduces the
distance that the cells migrate along the gut (Burns, 2000;
Peters-van der Sanden et al., 1993; Yntema and Hammond,
1954), and that high cell density promotes migration of
trunk neural crest cells in vitro (Newgreen et al., 1979;
Rovasio et al., 1983; Thomas and Yamada, 1992). This has
lead to the idea that cell density or ‘‘population pressure’’
may, by increasing cell–cell contact, stimulate cell migra-
tion in a direction other than the contact direction (New-
green, 1990). Alternatively, or additionally, crest-derived
cells could alter their local microenvironment, for example,
by growth/chemotactic factor depletion, thereby promoting
cell movement into uncolonized regions (see below). We
found that when a small population of the most caudal crest-
derived cells was isolated from the population behind
(rostral to) them, the cells migrated slower. Furthermore,
some of the isolated cells that were not in contact with any
other crest-derived cells were immobile, although they did
extend projections. Our observations suggest that cell–cell
contact is required for ongoing motility of enteric neural
crest-derived cells, and provide at least a partial explanation
for unpredictable trajectories that individual cells follow.
To produce small, isolated populations of crest-derived
cells, we removed a rim of mesenchyme. We cannot rule out
the possibility that the removal of mesenchyme affected the
migration of neural crest cells, for example, by release of
substances from lesion site. However, any perturbation that
reduces the number of neural crest-derived cells could have
indirect influences on the crest-derived cells. It is extremely
unlikely that the retarded crest cell migration we observed
following removal of a rim of mesenchyme was due to
isolation of the cells from a rostral source of chemorepellent
because in both avian (Burns et al., 2002) and mouse (HMY,
AJB, RBA unpublished data) gut, vagal neural crest cells
will migrate rostrally if introduced to the distal hindgut.
It would be very interesting to determine how large a
population is required for normal migration rate. In the
current study, the number of GFP+ cells on the top surface of
the isolated segments of gut was estimated. In general, the
greater the number of GFP+ cells on the top surface, the
faster the migration rate. However, because crest-derived
cells are likely to be present around the entire circumference
of the explants, and because it was not possible to count
GFP+ cells on the sides and underneath surface of the
explant, the exact relationship between cell number and
migration rate could not be determined. The idea that enteric
crest cell migratory behavior is influenced by cell number is
supported by (a) studies showing that partial ablation of the
vagal premigratory crest cell population in avian embryos
results in aganglionosis of the distal gut (Burns, 2000;
Peters-van der Sanden et al., 1993; Yntema and Hammond,
1954), and (b) the phenotype of Et-3/ mice, which have
reduced numbers of crest cells in the gut from E10.5 and
aganglionosis (Barlow et al., 2003). However, the relation-
ship between crest cell number and migratory ability seemsto be complex as gdnf+/ mice have reduced numbers of
crest cells within the gut, but do not exhibit aganglionosis
(Shen et al., 2002).
It is possible that the combined outcome of a cell density
effect (cell–cell contact stimulating motility away from
contact) and of cell–cell adhesion is that crest-derived cells
migrate in chains. However, trunk neural crest cells in vitro
advance as a broad front with no observable chains, but with
numerous cell–cell contacts (Newgreen et al., 1979), so
chain formation is not an inevitable consequence of a
combination of cell–cell adhesion and migration.
The molecular signals underlying these cellular interac-
tions (cell–cell adhesion and motility induced by cell–cell
contact) are unknown. It is possible that the same cell
surface molecule mediates both adhesion and motility. For
example, while the extracellular domain of cadherins medi-
ates cell–cell adhesion, the cytoplasmic tail can interact
with the actin cytoskeleton via intracellular attachment
proteins, such as catenins.
Chemotactic molecules
GDNF is expressed by the gut mesenchyme and is
chemoattractive to enteric crest-derived cells (Iwashita et
al., 2003; Natarajan et al., 2002; Young et al., 2001). Thus,
the concentration of GDNF to which each crest-derived cell
is exposed could influence their migratory behavior. We
have previously proposed that, even if the differences in
levels of GDNF rostrocaudally along the gut are not high,
crest-derived cells may still migrate towards regions lacking
other crest-derived cells because of the presence of available
(unbound) GDNF in the mesenchyme (Young et al., 2001).
The current study suggests that the local concentration
differences of unbound GDNF are not the only influence
on migratory behavior, as cells would be expected to
separate from each other and ‘‘tile’’ the mesenchyme evenly.
However, the response to GDNF will be occurring concur-
rently with other mechanisms influencing migratory behav-
ior such as endothelin-3 concentration (Barlow et al., 2003;
Kruger et al., 2003), cell–cell contact and cell density. It is
unknown to what extent the chemoattractive effect of
GDNF is dependent on cell density, and whether a steep
gradient of GDNF can counteract the effect of low cell
numbers on migration.
Other factors affecting migratory behavior
Mice lacking endothelin-3 (Et-3/ mice) have aganglio-
nosis of the distal hindgut. Based on the location of crest-
derived cells in fixed preparations of wild-type and Et-3/
mice (Coventry et al., 1994), and the high levels of Et-3
expression in the caecum of wild-type mice (Leibl et al.,
1999), it has been proposed that migration of crest cells
through the caecum is important for the colonization of the
post-caecal hindgut (Barlow et al., 2003; Coventry et al.,
1994; Kruger et al., 2003). Since the caecal wall is thick and
H.M. Young et al. / Developmental Biology 270 (2004) 455–473 471the crest-derived cells are in many different focal planes
within the caecal wall, we were unable to examine the
migratory behavior of the crest cells as they migrated
through the caecum in the current study. Future studies
using confocal microscopy should reveal whether any
aspect of the migratory behavior changes as crest cells enter
and migrate through the caecum.Phenotype of migrating cells
Vagal crest-derived cells that enter the foregut migrate
caudally. However, at variable distances along the gut,
individual cells must then cease migrating so that enteric
neuron precursors are distributed relatively evenly along the
entire gastrointestinal tract. The ‘‘stop’’ signals influencing
crest-derived cell migration have not been identified. Since
in vitro studies have shown that endothelin-3 inhibits the
differentiation of enteric crest-derived cells into neurons
(Hearn et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1999), and since mice lacking
endothelin-3 or its receptor, endothelin receptor B, lack
enteric neurons in the distal part of the intestine (Baynash
et al., 1994; Hosoda et al., 1994), it has been hypothesized
that in the absence of endothelin-3 signaling, crest-derived
cell differentiate into neurons before colonizing the distal
part of the intestine (Hearn et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1999).
This hypothesis assumes that the differentiation of cells into
neurons inhibits their migratory ability. This assumption has
not previously been tested.
In the current study, we examined the phenotype of
migrating crest-derived cells and found that less than 2% of
migrating cells examined expressed any of the neuronal
markers used, although cells with neuronal phenotypes were
present nearby. It is possible that neurons may migrate at
significantly slower rates than other cells, and had not
migrated detectable distances in the 5- to 10-min time period
used for this study. Also, to make re-localization of individual
cells possible, we only examined migrating cells that were at
the leading edge of a chain. We therefore cannot rule out the
possibility that neurons do migrate, but only within chains.
In regions of the embryonic gut that have been colonized
by crest-derived cells, not all of the cells show a neuronal
phenotype. Furthermore, undifferentiated crest-derived cells
are present in the mouse gut even after birth (Kruger et al.,
2002; Young et al., 2003). Thus, although our data support
the idea that neuronal differentiation may be a ‘‘stop’’ signal
for some cells, other mechanisms must also operate to halt
the migration of a subpopulation of undifferentiated crest-
derived cells throughout the gut.Conclusions
This study presents the first direct examination of crest-
derived cell migration in the gastrointestinal tract. The
behavior of crest-derived cells described in the current studyprovide essential information, which was previously un-
known or unproven, about the dynamic behavior of normal
enteric crest-derived cells, and will provide an important
baseline for proposed future studies in which the effects of
perturbing endothelin-3 or GDNF levels (or any other mol-
ecule of interest) on migratory behavior of cells can be
examined. The results emphasize the importance of cell–cell
interactions in the migratory process, which affect rate,
directionality and persistence of migration. As cell interac-
tions imply a population, they remind us that in some circum-
stances, cell behavior cannot be simply divided into ‘‘cell
autonomous’’ and ‘‘non-cell autonomous’’, but a concept of
‘‘cell population autonomous’’ should be considered.Acknowledgments
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